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Besides the function to limit the back pressure the valve (4) acts
as an oil flow control valve as far as the oil temperature has not
reached its minimum operation temperature. At cold oil the valve
is wide open because the flow through the restriction is more
restricted by the low viscosity of the oil. Less oil flows through the
cooler which causes that the oil reach quicker its optimum operat-
ing temperature. To assist this flow control there is a electrical
controlled solenoid valve equipped which reduce the back pres-
sure valve setting so that more oil flows direct in the return oil
chamber with out cooling.

A gauge connected to the pressure check point M4 at the back
pressure valve block (4) shows the back pressure 8 bar with oper-
ating temperature and engine in high idle.

A gauge connected to the pressure check point M4 show the
back pressure = 8 bar with operating temperature and engine in
high idle.
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Legend for illustration Z 21596d

Adjustment:

NOTICE
For correct adjustment the hydraulic temperature must be in
operation temperature.

4. Connect a pressure gauge to check point M4

5. Unplug solenoid valve Y101 at the back pressure valve.

6. Start Diesel engine and let it run in high idle

7. Read pressure, required = 8 bar

If adjustment is required:

8. Take off protective cap (12).

9. Loosen lock nut (5).

10. Alter the pressure with the set screw (6).

11. Tighten lock nut (5) and refit protective cap (12).

1 Control oil port

2 Y - port (external return to reservoir)

2a X - port (return to reservoir via solenoid valve Y101

3 Valve cone

4 Valve spring for pressure setting

5 Lock nut

6 Set screw

7 Jet bore (large)

8 Valve spring

9 Valve piston

10 Jet bore (small)

11 Plug screw

12 Protective cap

13 Plug connector

A Return to reservoir

Z Pressure oil to valve
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